Protein scaffolds are a new generation of affinity proteins specialized to complement the antibody and antibody derivatives for therapeutic and diagnostic applications [1] . Cystine-knot miniproteins (Microbodies) represent an alternative protein scaffold with certain drug-desired properties such as high target affinity and specificity, in particular stability, solubility and pharmacokinetic behavior of the binding protein [2, 3] . Additionally this small peptidic molecule with a simple architecture facilitates an easy straight-forward chemical production and the construction of multi-functional fusion molecules [4] . Site-directed conjugation of a cystine-knot miniprotein with a radionuclide already showed specific targeting of U87MG tumor-bearing mice [5] . Tumor specific uptake of an imaging agent offers a promising benefit for in vivo visualization to facilitate surgically cancer removal as well as cancer staging [4] . All in all cystine-knot miniproteins is an ideally suitable scaffold for in vivo diagnostic imaging tools. Moreover this protein can be used as scaffold for delivery of therapeutic payloads and functionalized nanoparticle drugs [4, 6] . Microbody ® owing a remarkable stability and an extraordinary tolerance to sequence variation, which enables the construction of combinatorial libraries [7] . Based on an open chain variant of the squash trypsin inhibitor MCoTI-II found in gac fruit (Momordica cochinchinensis) combinatorial phage libraries was designed to allow the identification of high affine binders against respective target proteins [8, 9]. The phage display technique provides a powerful tool for the screening of variants in a high throughput manner to select protein-protein interacting binders [10] . In this work three novel Microbody ® phage libraries with certain randomized amino acids in defined loop positions could be successfully generated. The analysis of those generated libraries on phage level indicated the functional surface presentation of Microbodies. Furthermore the development of a cell-based screening process enables the targeting of membrane embedded proteins in their native conformation.
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For Microbody ® -based applications plasma membrane proteins or extracellular located proteins can be addressed. Based on mRNA expression data a transmembrane cell adhesion protein was selected as a non-small cell lung cancer associated target protein. The target is substantially expressed on lung squamous cancer and shows only minimal background expression in thoracic region of healthy tissues. In order to validate the candidate as a NSCLC associated target on protein level, western blot analysis with lung cancer patient tissues were performed. A correlation of mRNA expression data and protein expression analysis could be observed and confirmed the upregulation in NSCLC patient samples. Currently, different cell-based screening experiments of Microbody ® phage libraries against the target are performed in order to identify novel Microbody ® ligands for diagnostic and therapeutic applications.
